
American School of Warsaw

Opening Plan for 2020-2021
Down to Details



What has guided us?
Core Values & Mission
We’re determined to be a community that changes the world 
for the better.
Here, it’s all about what you can do rather than what you 
can’t; where every student, at any level of ability, from any 
culture, is happy and excited because they can choose how they 
want to learn, not just what they want to learn.
It’s a school where asking the right questions is more 
important than memorizing the right answers; where you make 
friendships that last a lifetime; and develop life skills that send 
you out into the world with enough self-belief to change it for the 
better.

Objective: By 2024, everyone here will spend the majority of their 
time managing what they do and designing how they do it.



Emotional Wellbeing

A key focus will be placed on student emotional wellness.  Each 
division will be tasked with attending to this along with all the 
plans in this presentation.  We want to make this a learning and 
teaching experience while ensuring sustainability of our practices.  
So, messages of how we will start school and how we will create 
a sense of community and collaboration will be key to our 
practices.  You will see how our Core Values link with this and 
how we are making sure that these sit at the foundation
of everything we do.



Prior Survey

Current Survey



Government guidelines today...

Return to school on September 1.
Flexible educational models and response plans…

• Strongly follow basic hygiene rules - frequent hand washing, 
protections when sneezing and coughing, avoid touching eyes, 
nose, mouth, and regular cleaning of premises

• Social distancing
• No requirement for masks, but not opposed
• Leaves broad discretion to the Director/Principal



Opening - August 18, 2020!!
Before your first day of attendance...
• Fill out PowerSchool Annual permission form and confirm 

whether you will attend school or join hybrid program FOR EACH 
CHILD!

• Testing prior to attending School - August 10 to 19
• you must complete testing before attending school
• you must be tested at school
• set appointment in PowerSchool

• Get your RFID wristband for accessing each cohort area.
• Access and setup the OK4School App and begin daily 

form completion BEFORE school begins
• Follow divisional principal directions about how to start

the first day of school.



OK4School

You will get an email with a link to install the app or access the 
website.

You may use the app or you may login via a browser each day to 
complete your daily survey for each child and access test results 
and reminders.
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epiXpert ok4schoolTM app was developed with 
data security and privacy in mind

 Your data is encrypted at rest using highest standards of encryption on cloud 
servers of Microsoft Azure and in transit with the SSL certificate. Your QR code is 
encrypted and can only be read by the scan function in ok4schoolTM. 
Your surveys are stored in the phone only – nobody can see your answers to the 
questions. Surveys are deleted automatically after 30 days. Your test results will be 
stored for as long as required by local laws and obligations of medical providers
ok4schoolTM is protected with passwords stored in an unreadable hashed form. 
You also can easily add or revoke access if necessary
You have control over what happens to your data. Personal data is not sold or 
used for marketing purposes. You can request for it to be deleted any time
ok4schoolTM is an „honor” system – it relies on truthful answers to the surveys. It 
does not track location or request any additional data to be stored beyond what is 
required for schools to provide a safe environment for its students and staff

 Data 
encryption

Data storage

 Password 
Protection
Data ownership

No tracking



Coming to School Each Day
• Fill out the daily survey in the OK4School App every morning
• Make sure you have water bottle at school or in your 

possession.
• Pack lunch or confirm that you have ordered lunch online from 

the cafeteria:
• Elementary - ordered lunch will be delivered to the classroom
• Upper School - lunch will be collected at cafeteria
• No access to microwaves

• Put on your mask.  Pack an extra.
• Enter the school at your cohort entrance, swipe your

wristband.



STOP -- PROTECT -- REACT



Stop

Testing and Access Control
• Testing of all students in staff
• Testing results coupled with entry authorization
• Daily Attestation (daily survey)
• Badge and identification to control entry
• Temperature checking
• Limited guest and parent access to building



Start of School & Attendance

We expect that we may have a staggered start for some 
due to the testing requirements and our normal incremental 
approach for early childhood.  We will be sending more 
detailed divisional/cohort information regarding the start of 
school and how it will look.  We’ll therefore be flexible on 
working with families until the protocol is fully implemented.



Testing

We will test at school to start for 3-4 weeks.

We will transition to doing testing at home using approved 
methods and following our weekly plan.

FDA (U.S.) approved for home sample collection



Travel and Testing

72 hours in Warsaw before testing if you traveled outside of 
Poland.
-or-
7 days in Warsaw before testing if you traveled to areas 
considered to be hotspots with high community spread (as 
determined by Epixpert and regularly updated).



Current Country List 

United States
Brazil
India
Bangladesh
Bhutan
Mexico
Colombia
Peru

Bolivia
Argentina
Chile
Saudi Arabia
Iraq
Iran
Philippines
Indonesia

Russia
Spain





Protection
Facility related initiatives:

• touch free entry doors
• touch free bottle filling water stations
• entrances and travel pathways
• fencing and access control
• hand washing - stations throughout and expand hygiene practices
• touchless faucets in classrooms
• cafeteria seating changes
• surface coating/cleaning
• office mitigation - dividers and 

protection panels
• high volume air cleaning in special areas (e.g. choir, music, band, etc.)
• expansion of ventilation at all levels
• separate health room and isolation spaces
• increased cleaning regime
• increased health office staffing
• health rooms for non-COVID care in each cohort



Cohort Organization
We will be organizing along three large cohorts
- Elementary Division
- Middle School Division
- High School Division

These cohorts will be isolated to the degree possible.  
There will be four entrances to the school: one for 
each cohort and the main entrance, which will serve 
non-staff adult traffic and administration only.
Some overlap



High 
School

Middle School

Elementary School

Non-staff Adults & 
Administration School



Masks
All students and staff will wear masks at school each day at the start of the year.

• Children should come to school each day with 2 masks, one to wear and one 
as extra.  Masks should be consistent with CDC recommendations - cloth or 
better...

• Children will not wear masks during outdoor activities or during PE classes.
• Children must wear a mask when on the school bus and while in transit 

between activities or classes, or when social distancing is not possible.
• In classrooms, masks will be worn as much as feasible.
• Mask wearing expectations may be relaxed after two weeks, as 

evaluated by Epixpert in consultation with the school 
leadership.



React

• Testing Protocol
• Crisis Team Response plan
• Adjustment based on Community Spread - managed 

by Epixpert
• Risk level associated actions and posture



We are here!





Additional Areas
• Transportation

• drop off at cohorts
• loading directly to busses - no cafeteria
• staggered dismissal
• masks and assigned seating

• Cafeteria
• Minimized program and set lunches
• Online ordering
• No cash sales
• Elementary eat in classrooms
• Upper School in cafeteria
• Social distancing seating plan

• Avoid Mass Transit



Extra note: Health Checks
We will extend the grace period for the necessary health checks that we 
normally require each year until such time as parents feel comfortable with 
the healthcare environment.

Remember that these health checks are part of assuring student fitness and 
readiness for extended activities. But, we are aware that it may be difficult to 
get these checks done under current circumstances.

We ask that you check with your health care provider to
assure your child’s health and safety if they are planning to
participate in after school activities, when they start.



Questions??



Summer Schedule for Town Halls
August 12 - Details/Questions - Guest: Carol Jordan, Associate 
Director for Teaching and Learning & Administrators

Dr. Oleszczuk will return as needed
August 19 - First Days reflection, New Families, PTO
August 26 - Status update, parent questions




